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Abstract— A cryogenic broadband low noise amplifier (LNA)
for quantum applications based on a standard 40-nm CMOS
technology is reported. The LNA specifications are derived from
the readout of semiconductor quantum bits at 4.2 K, whose quan-
tum information signals are characterized as phase-modulated
signals. To achieve broadband input matching impedance and low
noise figure, the gate-to-drain capacitance of the input transistor
is exploited. The goal is to involve a resistive and capacitive
load into the input impedance match of a common-source stage
with source inductive degeneration. The capacitive load is created
by an LC parallel tank whose resonant frequency is lower
than the operating frequency. The achieved non-constant in-
band equivalent capacitance is proven to be beneficial to input
impedance matching. The resistive part of the load is provided by
the transconductance of the cascode stage implicitly. An inductor
is added to the gate of the cascode transistor to suppress its noise,
and a transformer-based resonator with two resonant frequencies
serves as the load of the first stage, thus extending the operating
bandwidth. Design considerations for the cryogenic temperature
operation of the LNA are proposed and analyzed. The LNA
achieves a measured gain (S21) of 35 ± 0.5 dB, return loss
> 12 dB, and NF of 0.75–1.3 dB across the band (4.1–7.9 GHz),
with 51.1-mW power consumption at room temperature, while it
shows a measured gain of 42 ± 3.3 dB, and NF of 0.23–0.65 dB
with 39-mW power consumption at 4.2 K between 4.6 and 8 GHz.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report of a cryogenic
LNA based on a bulk CMOS process working above 4 GHz
showing sub-1-dB NF both at room and cryogenic temperatures.

Index Terms— Capacitive loading, cryogenic CMOS, low noise
amplifier (LNA), noise reduction, quantum computing, qubit
readout, transformer.

I. INTRODUCTION

QUANTUM computing platforms have already reached
the level of tens of qubits and they are rapidly progress-

ing, so a full-fledged quantum computer is expected to be
built in the near future [1]. Along with it, developing high-
accuracy and low noise quantum-state readout and control
electronics has become an active study field [2]. The required
radio frequency control and readout circuitries are currently
implemented by discrete devices wired to the quantum devices
on one end and to room-temperature instruments on the
other [3], [4]. In order to reduce the system complexity for
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large-scale qubit platforms, the readout and control circuits
are proposed to be integrated on a single chip working at
cryogenic temperature. This also reduces the round-trip delay
across cables and filters, thus improving the overall system’s
fidelity [5].

The cryogenic low noise amplifier (cryo-LNA) is a critical
block in the qubit readout chain since it is the first block
that magnifies the weak quantum information signals from the
qubits. RF cryo-LNAs were mainly implemented using III–V
devices [6], [7] or silicon-germanium (SiGe) HBTs [8] for a
long time because of their superior cryogenic RF characteris-
tics. Recently, it was verified in [2] that deep-sub-micrometer
CMOS transistors work well at deep cryogenic temperature,
thus providing an indication that cryo-circuit blocks can be
designed to reach fully integrated readout and control for
quantum processors in standard CMOS technology. This is
very attractive due to its low cost, high flexibility, and extreme
reliability.

Early attempts to reach this goal started with a 500-MHz
cryo-CMOS LNA for quantum computing designed in a
0.16-μm bulk CMOS process [9]. The LNA was based on
a noise-canceling topology and achieved ∼0.1-dB noise fig-
ure (NF) at 4.2 K. In [10], a narrowband (2.025–2.12 GHz)
77-K LNA fabricated in 0.18-μm CMOS technology was pre-
sented for space applications and it showed 0.5-dB cryogenic
NF. Moreover, a 7-GHz cryogenic CMOS parametric amplifier
with >1.25-dB NF at 8.5 K was presented in [11]. To the best
of our knowledge, no works on CMOS LNA with sub-1-dB
NF operating at high frequency (∼6 GHz) have been reported
to date. In particular, designs for qubit readout requiring high
performance at cryogenic temperature are not yet reported.
In this work, we present a broadband cryo-CMOS LNA with
∼0.23-dB NF at 4.2 K and 0.75-dB NF at room temperature.

Common approaches for wideband CMOS LNAs include
common-gate (CG) amplifiers [12], noise-canceling (NC)
amplifiers [13], and common source (CS) amplifiers
with broadband LC-ladder input impedance matching [14].
CG amplifiers are broadband since the input impedance
matching can be easily achieved by proper sizing of the
transistor transconductance. These structures, however, suffer
from inferior NF (>2 dB), which is heavily deviating from
the intrinsic minimum NF NFmin of the device. The NC
amplifier utilizes an auxiliary amplifier to generate an out-of-
phase noise signal path with respect to the main amplifier and
adds the noise signals at the output port. Ideally, the noise
of the main amplifier can be totally nullified. However,
the unequal parasitic capacitances of the auxiliary and main
signal paths and especially the deterioration of mismatch for
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CMOS devices at cryogenic temperature [15] result in noise
phase misalignment at the output port, which weakens the
effect of noise-cancellation at high frequencies. In addition, the
auxiliary amplifier still contributes considerable noise. Thus,
these structures are not attractive for high-frequency qubit
readout. In this article, the CS cascode amplifier with source
inductive degeneration (ID) and resistive and capacitive (R–C)
loading impedance is adopted as the basic structure [16], [17].
Several modifications are applied to suit our application. First,
the off-chip large inductor (>100 nH), which increases the
noise contribution of the cascode transistor, is discarded, so as
to achieve a fully integrated LNA. Second, an inductor is
added to the gate of the cascode transistor to suppress its noise
contribution and further lower the NF. Third, a transformer-
based tank is utilized as the load of the first stage to extend
the bandwidth. In addition, some critical considerations for
cryogenic temperature (4.2 K) operation are also proposed in
the LNA design.

This article is organized as follows. Section II introduces
the gate-dispersive spin qubit readout circuits and analyzes
the specifications for the LNA. Section III details the LNA
topology and analyzes its gain, input impedance, and NF
characteristics. Section IV illustrates the design considerations
for the cryogenic operation of the LNA. Based on our analysis,
the implementation and circuit parameters of the wideband
cryo-LNA designed in a standard 40-nm CMOS process are
illustrated. The measurement results and cryogenic NF mea-
surement method are shown in Section V. Finally, Section VI
concludes this article.

II. SEMICONDUCTOR SPIN QUBIT READOUT FRONT

END CIRCUIT OVERVIEW

Radio frequency reflectometry techniques were proposed for
semiconductor spin qubit (or quantum dot) readout to enhance
charge sensitivity by one order magnitude compared with
conventional dc-based techniques [18]. The RF-reflectometry
diagram for a single qubit readout is depicted in Fig. 1(a). It is
an in situ gate dispersive readout technique, which suppresses
external electrometers and, hence, it is a promising candidate
for scaled-up qubit arrays [19], [20]. The single qubit device is
a double-gate nanowire FET implemented in a fully-depleted
silicon-on-insulator (SOI) process. L-type matching network
(LM and CM) is used to convert the high gate impedance
into the 50-� cable impedance. In such a technique, the
semiconductor quantum device is addressed at its gate with
an RF carrier signal and the phase of the reflected signal is
read out. According to the state of the qubit, the capacitance
at the gate will be different, due to the presence in the |1�
state of an additional quantum or tunneling capacitance �C
with respect to the state |0�. This contributes to a phase shift
�ϕ in the response of the L-C matching network, which
carries the quantum information about the qubit state, as shown
in Fig. 1(b). The phase shift �ϕ is expressed as

�ϕ ∼= tan−1

[(
1−�0

1+�0

)
QM · 2�C

Cp+ CM

]
. (1)

Here, Cp is the parasitic gate capacitance of the quantum
device, QM is the Q-factor of the matching network, and �0

Fig. 1. (a) Semiconductor spin qubit readout front end diagram. (b) Simple
model for the demodulation of quantum information signals [19]. Rd is the
gate to ground parasitic resistance of the quantum device and Rp is the
equivalent resistance of the inductor L M . At tspin , the spin state of the qubit
changes and the phase of the reflected signal changes by �ϕ after stabilization.
(c) Readout charge sensitivity dependence on NF.

is the return loss of state |0�. The tunneling capacitance �C is
generally less than 1 fF [19]. To increase �ϕ, the impedance
matching network should be endowed with a high Q-factor
and well matched to 50 �. For instance, given QM = 50,
Cp + CM = 200 fF, �0 = 0.05, and �C = 0.5 fF, �ϕ is
∼12.5◦. The reflected signal will then show a 12.5◦ phase
shift compared with the original signal. This phase shift can
be readily extracted by I/Q demodulation when the probe
signal and the local oscillator (LO) signal are synchronized
well. In general, we can model the reflected signals as
phase-modulated M-PSK signals with M > 360◦/�ϕ. Thus,
we model the reflected signals as a pair of 32-PSK-modulated
signals; the phase shift resolution of which is 11.25◦ <
12.5◦, assuming some margin. The minimum signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) for demodulating 32-PSK signals with a 0.01%
bit error rate (BER) is 21.8 dB [21].

The noise at the output of the LNA at cryogenic temperature
is mostly contributed by the LNA and the insertion loss
of the directional coupler or the circulator (∼0.2 dB). The
charge sensitivity (δq) is inversely proportional to the readout
bandwidth BW [22]. The NF requirements of the LNA for
a required charge sensitivity can be then calculated based on
the receiver sensitivity equation [23] once the parameters of
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Fig. 2. (a) LNA structure. (b) Simulation gains of the different stages.

the quantum device and the matching network are known,
as shown in Fig. 1(c). In the calculation, the probe signal
power is set to −100 dBm, which is weak enough to avoid
affecting the quantum state (kick-back) while achieving high
charge sensitivity [19].

When scaling up the number of qubits, frequency
multiplexing should be used. For this, N rows of L-C match-
ing networks centered at different but unique frequencies
( f1, f2, . . . , fN) should be designed to guide the signals of
each quantum device (or each cluster of quantum devices)
and act as a frequency multiplexer (F-MUX). In [24], a 10:1
L-C F-MUX is implemented using a GaAs process for a
10-qubit readout. The multiplexer works around 1.2 GHz and
occupies an area of 9.5 × 4.5 mm2, which is yet too large
for a scenario where hundreds of qubits exist. Nevertheless,
the trend in this direction is clear. Sub-1-GHz frequencies are
extensively used in RF-reflectometry-based qubit detection,
because low frequency is more suitable for discrete RF circuit
design, as used so far. In our proposal, for a fully integrated
approach, we choose higher readout frequencies up to 6 GHz
since at higher frequencies, a more compact footprint of
integrated L-C matching networks can be achieved, along
with higher Q-factor inductors in the readout circuit, wider
absolute bandwidth to handle more qubits, and higher charge
sensitivity [25].

Assuming the Q-factor of the L-C network of the nth quan-
tum device is Qn (3-dB readout bandwidth fn /Qn), to reduce
the crosstalk between the rows and ensure a realizable F-MUX
design, frequency spacing � fn = fn− fn−1 between row
n − 1 and row n should be reasonably large. One can define
X = fn/� fn , where X is determined by Qn and probe
signal quality. The bandwidth for N-qubit readout can be then
calculated as

BW =
n=N∑
n=1

(
fn

Qn
+ fn

X

)
. (2)

Assuming Qn = 50 and X = Qn , which means the frequency
separation is the same as the readout bandwidth, the LNA
bandwidth required for 20 qubits is calculated as ∼3.6 GHz
with adequate design margin to surmount the parameters’

TABLE I

LNA SPECIFICATIONS AT 4.2 K FOR GATE DISPERSIVE QUBIT READOUT

deviation due to temperature and process variation. When
time-multiplexing is also applied [20], [26], >100 qubit
readout can be achieved. The power consumption is set to
1 mW/qubit for the entire readout, due to cooling power
limitations [9], while the gain is set to 40 dB to reduce
the gain requirement for broadband intermediate-frequency
signals. Note that the NF of RF CMOS amplifiers scales
down limitedly at cryogenic temperatures due to shot noise.
Thus, we target an LNA with NF ∼1 dB at room temperature
(300 K). Based on the above analysis, the target specifications
of the LNA are listed in Table I.

III. ANALYSIS OF THE CAPACITIVE LOADED LNA

The LNA topology is shown in Fig. 2(a): it features three
cascode stages, i.e., one input low noise stage and two gain
boost stages, with an output buffer for impedance matching.
The first stage is a CS cascode amplifier with ID, loaded by an
LC parallel tank (LD and CD). The gate–drain capacitance of
the input transistor (M1)Cgd1 will involve the LD−CD tank and
the transconductance of M2 into the input impedance matching
while virtually not affecting noise. The transformer-based tank
constructed by L11, C11, L12, C12 is applied as the load of the
cascode stage to extend the operating bandwidth.

A. Gain Analysis

The effective transconductance of the CS stage with source
ID can be deduced as

Gm1

= gm1

jωCgs1( jωL S + jωLG+ RS)+ jωgm1L S

gm2

jωCgs2+gm2

(3)
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Fig. 3. Small-signal equivalent circuit of the input stage for Zin derivation.

where gm1 (gm2) and Cgs1 (Cgs2) are the transconductance
and gate–source capacitance of M1 (M2) and RS is the source
impedance. When the input impedance is matched and gm2 �
1/ jωCgs2, then Gm1

∼= gm1/[2(1 + jωLs gm1)]. The first stage
gain is calculated as Gm1 Z L , where Z L is the input impedance
of the transformer-based LC-tank. Its two resonant frequencies
are [27]

f 2
1.2 =

1 + η ∓
√

1 + η2 − 2η
(
1 − 2k2

)
8θ2 L12C12

(
1 − k2

) (4)

where η = L12C12/L11C11 and k is the coupling coefficient.
We set f1 = 4.2 GHz, f2 = 8.2 GHz to cover the operating
band with k ∼= 0.55. As shown in Fig. 2(b), the simulated
gain of the first stage is higher than 11 dB between 3.7 and
9 GHz, which is sufficient to suppress the noise contribution of
subsequent stages by a factor ∼12.6. The magnitude ratio of
the impedances at resonances is Rp2/Rp1 ≈ (1−k2)(1 + η)/6
[27]. Rp2 tends to be smaller than Rp1 when η is set to
a reasonable value (<5), which results in gain inequality at
resonances. Also, the gain decreases as the frequency deviates
from f1 and f2, thus a deep gain valley appears at the
central frequency between the two peaks. The large gain
ripples of the first stage are flattened by the second and third
stages. The second and third cascode stages are loaded by
LC parallel tanks resonating at 5.5 GHz with a 6.5 Q-factor
and 7.2 GHz with an 8.2 Q-factor, respectively. The gain
ripple of the three-stage amplifier is within ±0.5 dB in the
operating band [Fig. 2(b)]. The transformer-based tank load
has the advantage of being compact and consuming low power
for wideband operation. Moreover, suppression of harmonics
is also achieved thanks to its bandpass characteristics.

B. Input Impedance Match Analysis

The input impedance of the first stage of the LNA (Z in) is
derived based on the small-signal equivalent circuit in Fig. 3

Z in

=
(
1 + jωCgd1 ZD

)
(1 + T ) + ZDGds1

(
1 − ω2 L SCgs1

)
jω

{
(ZD + jωL S)

[
Gds1CT + Cgd1

(
gm1 + jωCgs1

)] + CT
}

(5)

ZD

= 1 − ω2 LPCgs2

jωCgs2 + gm2
+ jωLD

1 − ω2 LDCD
(6)

where CT = Cgs1 + Gds1, T = jωLs(gm1 + jωCgs1 + Gds1).
ZD is the impedance seen from the drain of M1 and gDS1

is the output conductance of M1. Z in is composed of two
parallel networks from Branch A by Cgs1 and Branch B by
Cgd1. If Cgd1 = 0 and gDS1 = 0 are assumed, only Branch A
in Fig. 3 conducts ac signals and performs the input impedance
matching. The real part of Z in is Re{Z in} = gm1L S/Cgs1,
which is independent of frequency, while the imaginary part
of Z in, Im{Z in} = ωLs − 1/ωCgs1, is canceled by LG,
which results in the narrowband behavior for the classical
CS-inductively source degenerated LNA [28]. For a wideband
LNA design, the transistor size (W) of M1 needs to be set
large enough to achieve less-sensitive noise circles (dependent
on frequency and source impedance) while obtaining a high
gm1 (gain), then Cgd1 is generally large enough to involve ZD

into input impedance matching. From a qualitative perspective,
if frequency is high enough, the impedance seen from branch B
is resistive and determined by Gds1 and Re{ZD}, which is
less sensitive to frequency. When taken in parallel with the
impedance seen from Branch A, the real part of which
(∼gm1 Ls/Cgs1) is also insensitive to frequency, then the real
part of Z in can be designed to be ∼50-� wideband. On the
other hand, Im{Z in} is nulled by the resonance of an effective
capacitance introduced by the capacitive load and the effective
inductance due to L S , without using matching components at
the input port [16]. Due to the low Q-factor of the resonance,
relatively broadband matching was achieved. In [16], ZD is
realized by a resistor in series with a capacitor explicitly,
connecting in parallel to an RF choke for voltage supply. This,
however, relies on the gallium arsenide transistor’s excellent
intrinsic gain (gm /Gds) performance to achieve high-voltage
gain without a cascode transistor for the input transistor to
suppress the noise contribution of the subsequent gain stages.

In general, a cascode transistor is imperative for the input
CS-transistor to enhance output impedance and thus the intrin-
sic voltage gain in deep-submicrometer CMOS processes. For
the cascode structure, an L-C parallel tank was proposed
in [17] to be inserted between the drain of the input transistor
and the cascode transistor so as to create a capacitive load,
while the resistive part is provided by the transconductance
of the cascode CG stage implicitly. In [17], the inductor in
the tank is an off-chip 100-nH inductor, to obtain a more
pronounced and easily controlled capacitive load. However,
the off-chip connection introduces extra parasitic capacitances
at nodes P and N due to the bonding pads and PCB routes,
which increases the noise contribution of M2. Hence, we
integrate the LC-tank (LD and CD) on chip. Neglecting the
parasitic capacitances at nodes P and N, Z D ≈ 1/gm2+ jωLD/
(1 − ω2 LDCD) given that gm2�ωCgs2 and ω2 LPCgs2 � 1.
If the resonant frequency 1/(LDCD)1/2 is well below the
operating frequency, we still can have a proper capacitive
load at the drain of M1. Now, the effective capacitance
Ce

D(ω) increases with frequency in the operating band. This is
different from the cases in [16] and [17], where the effective
capacitance is almost constant in the operating band due to
the large LD or RF choke. The small Ce

D(ω) at low frequency
may lead to a real part of impedance seen from branch B
more sensitive to frequency. However, as the calculated results
of (5) and a simulation using BSIM4 transistor models shown
in Fig. 4(a), with the help of non-constant Ce

D(ω), Im{Z in}
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Fig. 4. Calculation and simulation results of (a) Zin and (b) S11 for the first
stage. The circuit parameters are: LG = 0.85 nH, L S = 0.25 nH, Cgs1 =
0.24 pF, Cgd1 = 90 fF, CD = 2.5 pF, Gds1 = 33 mS, gm1 = 0.22 S,
gm2 = 0.1 S for LD = 1 nH, while LG = 0.9nH, L S = 0.19 nH, CD = 2.9 pF
are set to obtain optimum S11 for LD = 100 nH.

remains near zero in a broadband. This result is better
than using a large LD where the imaginary part increases
constantly. The gate inductor (LG) used for noise matching
can further enhance input impedance matching performance.
In our design, we also adjust gm2 to optimize S11; hence,
the dimensions of M1 and M2 are not necessarily identical.
The comparison of S11 calculation (LD = 1 and 100 nH) and
simulation results (LD = 1 nH) is shown in Fig. 4(b), and
both cases can achieve wideband matching.

At the resonant frequency of LD and CD, the high
impedance of |ZD| may induce the LNA to oscillate. To avoid
oscillation, an off-chip high-pass bias circuit was applied
in [17] to guide the potential low-frequency oscillating signals
to ground. Actually, as long as Re{Z in} is positive, the circuit
is stable. This condition is not so difficult to satisfy because
of the limited Q-factor of the tank and the high Gds1 of the
short-channel transistor. Relatively large L S and lower gm2

help to ensure Re{Z in} > 0. Moreover, the multistage cascode
structure of the LNA has good isolation, which ensures global
stability. The stability simulation results of the LNA are shown
in Fig. 5. There is no overlap between the source stability
circles (SSCs) and the unit return loss circle at different
frequencies, which illustrates the stability of the designed
LNA.

C. Noise Analysis of M1

The noise analysis of the LNA is based on the small-signal
equivalent circuit including the noise sources of the first stage
shown in Fig. 6. We neglected the noise contribution of L S

and the gate-induced noise. The noise of Rg and the channel
thermal noise are considered in our design. According to linear

Fig. 5. SSCs versus frequency.

Fig. 6. Small-signal equivalent circuit for NF analysis.

noise network circuit theory [29], the noise parameters of M1

with L S (Fmin, Zopt = Ropt + j Xopt) and its NF (FM1) can be
derived as

Zopt =
√

R2
g + αgm1 Rg

γω2C2
T

+ j

(
1

ωCT
− ωL S

)
(7)

Fmin = 1 + 2
γω2C2

T

αgm1

(√
R2

g + αgm1 Rg

γω2C2
T

+ Rg

)
(8)

FM1 = Fmin + γω2C2
T

αgm1 RS

[(
RS − Ropt

)2 + (
X S − Xopt

)2
]

(9)

where Rs and Xs are the real and imaginary part of the
impedance seen from the gate of M1, i.e., Z S = RS + j X S, and
γ is the noise excess factor. From (8), Fmin is determined by
a parameter P = RgC2

T /αgm1. For a short-channel MOSFET
working in the saturation region, we have [28]

ID = WCoxvsat
V 2

od

Vod + LEsat
(10)
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gm1 = μeffCox
W

L
Vodα (11)

α = 1 + 0.5 · ρ

(1 + ρ)2 (12)

where W/L is M1’s dimension, ρ = Vod/LEsat, Vod is the gate
overdrive voltage, Esat is the velocity saturation field strength,
μeff is effective channel mobility, and vsat is the saturation
velocity. Based on (8) and (10)–(12), small W and high Vod are
preferred to lower P , thus Fmin. On the other hand, Vod needs
to follow Vod < V ds well to keep M1 in the saturation region,
and W needs to adhere to metal current density rules for
circuit reliability considerations. Moreover, a small transistor
size may lead to Zopt and Z in impossible to match using
on-chip components. Thus, Fmin has a limited optimization
margin (<0.1 dB) for a power-constrained design. Generally,
noise impedance matching is more significant compared with
lowering Fmin when the transistor is working in moderate
inversion [30]. LC-ladder matching networks can be exploited
for a broadband match of 50 � to Zopt [14], but due to the
loss of inductors, even at cryogenic temperature [31], more NF
performance is easily lost rather than gained. In our design,
a single inductor LG is used at the gate. Thus, for noise
matching, we have Re{Zopt} = 50 � and Im{Zopt} = ωLG,
that is

αgm1 Rg

γω2C2
T

= 50 (13)

1

ωCT
− ωL S = ωLG. (14)

Since Fmin rises rapidly with frequency according to (8),
the matching frequency is set slightly higher than the center
frequency to balance the in-band NF variation. The simulated
noise circles of M1 without L S are plotted in Fig. 7. It can
be seen that both ReZopt and ImZopt decrease with frequency,
which is consistent with (7), and the discrepancies between
calculation and simulation of Zopt are because of the neglected
gate-induced noise and Gds1’s noise in the analysis. The choice
of Zopt needs to consider the noise of the transistor and
the extra noise brought by the necessary inductors for noise
match. If Zopt ∼ (50 + j80)� at 7 GHz is set as the target
matching impedance, L S + LG is ∼1.5 nH based on (14),
which tunes 50 � to ZLF ∼ (50 + j45)� at 4 GHz (low-
frequency edge fL), and ZLF locates on a noise circle of 4 GHz
with NF = 0.49 dB, deviating only 0.15 dB (�NF) from
its NFMIN. Another observation is that, if we match 50 �
to an impedance Z�

OPT ∼ (49 + j50)� at 7 GHz instead
of ZOPT, NF degrades only 0.1 dB at 7 GHz, while the
necessary inductance LG + L S scales down by 38%, so the
noise contribution of the inductors’ parasitic resistances will
reduce accordingly. For an inductor with Q-factor around 15,
the NF reduction due to the inductance decrease is ∼0.2 dB
from simulation. If the inductor area is also considered, Z�

OPT
is more attractive. As shown in Section IV, setting a target
impedance that needs a smaller inductance for noise matching
is more desirable also at low temperatures, since the NF is less
sensitive to source impedance, while the NF of an inductor
maybe comparable with NFmin at cryogenic temperature.

Fig. 7. Noise circles and NFmin versus frequency of the input transistor.

D. Noise of the Cascode Transistor

The channel noise of the cascode transistor M2 (i
2
nd2)

contributes considerable noise at high frequency if the parasitic
capacitances at nodes P and N (CP and CN) are too large to
be ignored [32]. CN is composed by gate-to-drain capacitance
of M1 (Cgd1) and drain-to-bulk capacitance of M1 (Cdb1),
while CP is comprised of source-to-bulk capacitance of M2

(Csb2). In addition, both CN and CP are raised by the routing
capacitance (CrtN and CrtP). Thus, CN = Cgd1+Cdb1+CrtN and
CP = Csb2 +C rt P . The admittance at node P can be derived as

YP
∼= jωCP + jωCN

(
1 − ω2 LDCD

)
1 − ω2 LD(CD + CN)

. (15)

If CD � CN, YP
∼= jω(CP + CN). Actually, the equivalent

parasitic capacitance at node P with the LD − CD tank is
smaller compared with the case without LD − CD tank, which
is beneficial to design a smaller LP as described below. The
noise factor of M2 is calculated as

FM2 =
(
YP − jωCgs2 − ω2 LPCgs2Y N

)2
i

2
nd2

4g2
m2G2

m1kB T RS

(
Z in + RS

Z in

)2

.

(16)

Equation (16) reveals that if LP = (YP− jωCgs2)/ω
2Cgs2Y N,

the noise contribution of M2 will be nulled. On the other hand,
LP cannot be set too large since it also decreases Re{Z in}
according to (6), which further enlarges the discrepancy of Z∗

in
and Zopt of M1. The layout parasitic extraction shows CP +
CN

∼= 195 fF and Cgs2
∼= 95 fF. Then, LP is calculated as

0.95 nH. Fig. 8 shows the simulated NF of LNA with and
without LP, where a ∼0.1-dB NF reduction thanks to LP can
be seen.

IV. CRYOGENIC CMOS LNA DESIGN

AND IMPLEMENTATION

A. Design Considerations for Cryogenic Temperature
Operation

Standard foundry PDKs do not provide device models
at ultralow temperatures. Therefore, we designed the LNA
based on the above analysis, using compact room temperature
models of the PDK. Then, we took cryogenic behavior into
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Fig. 8. NF comparison of the used noise optimization techniques.

Fig. 9. S11 dependence on (a) gm1 and (b) CT .

consideration by electromagnetic (EM) simulations of passive
inductive devices and by extracting the parameter variation
of transistors and capacitors at cryogenic temperature from
cryogenic measurement results in the literature. On top of that,
some critical modifications have been applied to the LNA to
adapt its operation to cryogenic temperature.

Due to the decrease of electron scattering in the channel,
the electron mobility of the NMOS transistors increases ∼2×,
which will increase the transconductance [33], [34]. The S11

dependence on gm1 is shown in Fig. 9(a). It can be seen
that return loss performance can be maintained well even
assuming gm1 variation >30% at 4.2 K. On the other hand,
the widening of semiconductor bandgap and the sharpness of
the Fermi–Dirac statistics at low temperature raise the thresh-
old voltage by 30%. Thus, all the cascode stages (M2, M4,
and M6) are designed with low threshold voltage transistors
in the PDK, and the bias voltage of M1, M3, and M5 can be
set externally.

Since the gate-to-source/drain capacitances of the transistors
have considerable influence on impedance matching and noise
matching, their variation at cryogenic temperature should be
taken seriously. For a transistor operating in the saturation
region, the gate-to-source capacitance mainly consists of the
oxide capacitance between the gate and the channel, C1 ∝
WLCox, where Cox is the gate-oxide capacitance per unit
area, and the capacitance due to the overlap of the gate
polysilicon with the source and drain areas, C2 ∝ CovW ,
where Cov is the overlap capacitance per unit area [35].

Fig. 10. EM simulation of an inductor at 300 and 4.2 K.

The second part also contributes to most of the gate-to-
drain capacitance. At cryogenic temperature, on the one hand,
the neutral regions around the interface of the polysilicon gate
and n+ source/drain regions will be frozen-out, resulting in
the reduction of electric conduction [36], thus Cov (which
determines Cgd1) will decrease at 4.2 K. On the other hand,
the depletion region at the polysilicon-SiO2 interface enlarges
at low temperature, which acts as an additional capacitor in
series with the gate oxide capacitor [37]. This will reduce
Cox (which mainly determines Cgs1). Hence, we believe that
the gate-to-source/drain capacitances of the MOSFET should
reduce during cryogenic operation.

The measurement results in [37] demonstrated that gate-to-
source/drain capacitances slightly decrease as the temperature
is reduced from 300 to 100 K, but there is a steep decrease in
capacitance below 100 K, and the total capacitance reduction
is about 35% at 4.2 K compared with room temperature for a
90-nm channel length CMOS transistor. In [38], a negligible
(∼3.5%) change of capacitance is declared when temperature
decreases from 293 to 6 K for a 32-nm SOI CMOS transistor.
If also the 4.2-K measured results of a transistor with 0.7-μm
channel length in MOS-cap-type connection [36], where the
capacitance decreases about 90%, are considered, then we
can conclude that the reduction of transistor capacitances at
cryogenic temperature will decrease with technology nodes.
Using a linear fitting, we predicted that the capacitance of M1

(L = 60 nm) decreases ∼18% at 4.2 K. The S11 dependence
on CT is illustrated in Fig. 9(b), and it can be seen that S11

deteriorates when CT decreases. The tolerance for CT variation
is ∼25%. For the above assumption of 18% capacitance
reduction at cryogenic temperature for M1, an input matching
S11 < −10 dB can still be maintained in theory.

Concerning the inductors (LG, L S , LD, LP, L2, L3) and
transformer (L11 and L12), we accounted for their cryogenic
characteristics by EM simulation. Fig. 10 shows a comparison
of the EM simulation results of a ∼0.85-nH inductor at
300 and 4.2 K. In the simulation, the conductivity of the
ultra-thick metal at 4.2 K is set to 5× the one at 300 K
(5.8 × 107 S/m), and the substrate resistance is increased
1000× the value at 300 K (10 �·cm−1) due to the freeze-
out of the substrate. It can be seen that the inductance
decreases slightly (∼3%) at 4.2 K, while the Q-factor is 2.7×
higher than at 300 K. Apart from the self-inductances and
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Q-factor variation, EM simulation results of the transformer
show that its coupling coefficient increases 5%, due to the
change in the capacitive coupling, which draws the two
resonances of the transformer-based tank apart by ∼180 MHz.
For the MoM capacitors, a negligible capacitance variation and
sharp Q-factor increment at 4.2 K are shown from measure-
ment [31]. The increase of the Q-factors of passive devices
will boost the gain at the resonances of the loaded LC tanks.
This will deteriorate the in-band gain flatness, which increases
the design complexity of the analog-to-digital converters in
the readout chain. Thus, the inductors are put in series with
small polysilicon resistors (L2 with 6 �, L3 with 4 �), so that
the Q-factor of the LC tanks will be partially determined by
the polysilicon resistors and not only by the metal parasitic
resistance. This reduces the in-band gain fluctuation by more
than 4 dB at cryogenic temperature.

Now, we discuss the noise design considerations for the
cryogenic temperature (4.2 K) operation of the LNA. With
the shrinking of transistor dimensions to deep-submicrometer,
quasi-ballistic transport of the carriers causes shot-like noise
to appear in the channel. Therefore, the channel noise is not
solely thermal noise. The channel noise including both noise
types can be expressed as

i
2
nd

� f
= 4kB T

γ

α
gm1 · (1 − τ )2 + 2qσ I D · τ 2 (17)

τ = Rb

Rch + Rb
(18)

where q is the elementary charge, Rb is the equivalent
barrier resistance (inducing shot noise), which is inversely
proportional to the gate–source voltage Vgs, Rch is the channel
resistance including the source and drain contact resistance,
τ is known as the shot noise suppression factor [39], and
σ is the excess noise factor for shot noise. For long-channel
devices, Rb � Rch, and the thermal noise model is effec-
tive. For 40-nm channel length transistors, the shot-like noise
contributes ∼25% of the total noise power [40]. For a given
bias current, in contrast to thermal noise, which scales with
temperature, shot noise is independent of temperature [41].
In general, for LNAs designed for room temperature opera-
tion, the minimum channel length (40 nm) is set since the
NF is proportional to the channel length, as explained in
Section III. However, if the LNA needs to target cryogenic
applications, a smaller shot-like noise proportion is desirable,
i.e., the larger channel length is preferable. Thus, in our design,
the channel length of M1 and M2 is set as 60 nm to decrease
the shot-like noise proportion. With this choice, we believe
that the proportion to total noise can be less than 10%. For
M3–M8, we still use the minimum channel length to reduce
their parasitic capacitance. As analyzed above, the transistor
capacitance (CT ) decreases at cryogenic temperatures. Apart
from CT , the cryogenic gate parasitic resistance Rg will also
scale down ∼3× from its room temperature value [38]. Also,
a much smaller Vod can obtain the same gm1 at 4.2 K due to
the increase of carrier mobility (by 3×). Thus, an increase of
∼10% for α is calculated based on (12). These variations will
influence the noise parameters considerably. The calculated
noise circles at a signal frequency point (7 GHz) and the Zopt

Fig. 11. Calculated noise circles and Zopt versus frequency.

versus frequency (0–10 GHz) are shown in Fig. 11, where
the noise excess factor γ is assumed to be the same for
different temperatures [42]. As expected, ReZopt decreases at
4.2 K due to the considerable drop of Rg, and |Im{Zopt}|
increases due to the reduction of CT . According to (9),
∂ FM1/∂ RS and ∂ FM1/∂ X S are proportional to the equivalent
noise resistance (Rn = γω2C2

T /αgm1); hence, the noise circles
are less sensitive to the source impedance change compared
with room temperature, due to the reduction of Rn at 4.2 K.
For example, for an NF degradation (�NF) of 0.3 dB from
NFmin, the noise circle radiuses are 67 and 46 � for 300 and
4.2 K, respectively. Therefore, the choice of the target noise
matching impedance at cryogenic temperature is more flexible,
without sacrificing NF too much. Moreover, a flatter in-band
NF can be expected at 4.2 K. From the perspective of practical
circuit design, we should comprehensively consider the above
qualitative and idealized analysis and the PDK models. So,
first, we obtained Zopt and the noise circles at room temper-
ature using the compact PDK models and we set the target
noise matching impedance. Then, we scaled the impedance
for cryogenic temperature operation by a proper proportion.
Therefore, to keep the noise impedance match at cryogenic
temperature, we needed to increase LG + L S by ∼18% from
the room temperature design value (∼0.9 nH) to compensate
for the capacitance reduction at 4.2 K. The impact of the
LG + L S’s scale-up on S21, S11 and NF at room temperature
(with 300-K EM model) is shown in Fig. 12, together with all
the simulated results using the 4.2-K EM model. The drop of
Re{Zopt} is partially compensated by the adjustment of gm1

through the bias voltage of M1.

B. LNA Implementation

Based on the above considerations, the LNA was designed
according to the following steps: 1) for given power con-
sumption (i.e., ID and the power supply voltage), Vod and
W/L for M1 are determined to obtain a maximum gm1 while
satisfying (13) at 7 GHz, where channel length is pre-set to
60 nm to reduce the shot-type noise; 2) the noise circles of
M1 are simulated and Z�

OPT is set, so as to obtain the value
of LG + LS based on (14) at room temperature, which is
then scaled up to compensate for the transistor capacitance
reduction at cryogenic temperature; 3) the LD-CD tank and
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Fig. 12. Post-layout simulation results. (a) S21, (b) S11, and (c) NF for
different design choices.

transistor M2 are added, then S11 is optimized by LD, CD,
gm2, and proper distribution of LS and LG, while keeping
LS + LG constant; 4) the parasitic capacitances at nodes P
and N are extracted to define the inductance LP; and 5) the
transformer-based tank, second, third stage, and the output
buffer are designed to satisfy the gain specifications. After
some optimizations, the main circuit parameters in Fig. 2(a)
are illustrated in Table II. All the transistors are designed in
deep N-wells to reduce substrate noise coupling. To further
suppress the noise coupled through body terminals, large
resistors RISO (∼30 k�) were used to bias the p-type body
inside deep N-wells to the ground [Fig. 2(a)]. The noise
reduction effect of RISO is demonstrated in Fig. 8.

The floorplan of the transformer of the first stage is illus-
trated in Fig. 13(a). It is a combined tapped and interleaved
transformer to keep a compact area (125 × 115 μm2) and
obtain a medium coupling coefficient (k = 0.55). The layout
of the wide transistor M1 is also critical for noise optimization
since it determines Rg and the parasitic source resistance to
some extent. To minimize the interconnect parasitic resis-
tances, the large transistor is divided into eight unit cells.
Each cell consists of 32 fingers with a width of 1.6 μm. Each
gate node (finger) was laid out from both sides by metal 1

TABLE II

LNA CIRCUIT PARAMETERS

and then connected to the ultra-thick top metal, which can
theoretically reduce the effective gate resistance by a factor
of 4 [43]. The eight cells were placed in a 2-row and 4-column
array (2 × 4 array, fingers in vertical), as shown in Fig. 13(b).
This floorplan shortens the effective interconnect route length
of gate nodes of the units, and the post-layout simulation
showed about 0.03-dB NF improvement when compared with
the 1 ×8 array [17], as depicted in Fig. 8.

V. MEASUREMENT RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The cryogenic LNA has been fabricated in a bulk 40-nm
process with seven metal layers, including an ultra-thick
metal. Fig. 14 shows the micrograph of the LNA die, and
the total area, including pads, is ∼0.96 × 0.64 mm2. The
die has been wire-bonded onto a PCB for dc biasing, while
the RF signals have been tested by a pair of GSG probes.
During the design stage, the influence of the dc bond wires
has been considered. In the on-chip decoupling capacitors,
the ground layers (metal layers 1, 3, 5, and 7) and power
layers (metal layers 2, 4, and 6) are alternately stacked to
cover free areas, and small capacitor (∼200 fF) cells are
evenly distributed on the ground and power layers, thereby
ensuring that the decoupling structures are effective wideband.
The LNA was measured in a Lake Shore CPX probe station
at 300 K in vacuum (10−5 torr). The cryogenic temperature
was achieved by flowing liquid helium (4.2 K) into the vacuum
chamber. The chip was tested using a Keysight vector network
analyzer (PNA-X N5245A), with embedded options for NF
measurement and linearity measurement. The short-open-load-
through calibrations were performed before the real circuit
measurements, and the calibration power levels were set to
−48 dBm at 300 K and −55 dBm at 4.2 K, respectively,
which are within the linear region of the LNA.

At room temperature, the chip power supply was set to
1.4 V and the static current of the first stage was 24.5 mA,
with an M1 gate bias voltage Vb1 = 0.72 V. The other gain
stages and the output source follower consumed about 12 mA
in total, with bias voltage Vb2 = 0.75 V. The S-parameter
measurement results are shown in Fig. 15. It can be seen that
at 300 K, S21 is 35 dB with a good flatness (< ±0.6 dB
variation) from 4.15 to 7.5 GHz, while the 3-dB bandwidth
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Fig. 13. (a) Layout of the transformer in the used 40-nm CMOS process with ultra-thick top metal. (b) M1 layout.

Fig. 14. Micrograph of the LNA.

Fig. 15. S-parameter measurement results of the LNA at room temperature.

is 4.1–8.2 GHz (∼65% fractional bandwidth). Within the
3-dB frequency band, S11 is smaller than −12 dB, which
indicates the broadband power matching works well at room
temperature. At the same time, the output port shows good
return loss (S22 < −15 dB) since the transconductance of the
output buffer is designed to be ∼20 mS.

At 4.2 K, the supply voltage was kept at 1.4 V. By tuning the
input transistor bias, the bias current of the first stage was set to

Fig. 16. S-parameter measurement results of the LNA at 4.2 K. (a) S21
and S12. (b) S11 and S22.

19.3 mA. The bias current change from room temperature was
set to obtain low return loss at 4.2 K, and this is a reasonable
adjustment that benefits noise optimization since the optimum
noise impedance at cryogenic temperature tends to be closer
to the conjugate of input impedance [38]. The second, third,
and output stages consume a total of 8.6 mA, which is enough
to keep the total gain higher than 40 dB at 4.2 K. The band
center frequency deviates to a higher frequency, which can
be explained by the decrease in the inductance of the LC
tanks and transistor capacitance at 4.2 K. As shown in Fig. 16,
the gain of the LNA at 4.2 K is 42 ± 3.3 dB in the frequency
band from 4.6 to 8.2 GHz, while the S11 < −10 dB frequency
band is 4.82 ∼ 6.1 GHz with optimum S11 = −26 dB at
5.2 GHz, which deteriorates to −5.8 dB at 7.9 GHz. The
worse input match performance at 4.2 K is most likely due
to the variation of Cgs1 and Cgd1. Based on the analysis in
Section IV, the impedance matching performance is sensitive
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Fig. 17. Measurement results of K -factor.

Fig. 18. Measurement results of group delay.

Fig. 19. NF simulation and measurement results.

to Cgd1. The observation that the best impedance matching
frequency point increases from 4.5 GHz at 300 K to 5.2 GHz at
4.2 K supports our speculation. The stability factor (K -factor)
measured results show that K > 4 both at 300 and 4.2 K
(Fig. 17), which indicates that the LNA is stable. Moreover,
the measured group delays within the passband are found to
be less than 0.6 and 0.81 ns at 300 and 4.2 K, respectively
(Fig. 18).

The noise measurement results at room temperature are
shown in Fig. 19. It can be seen that the NF is as low as
0.75 dB at 4.5 GHz, and it increases with frequency. The
NF ranges from 0.75 to 1.3 dB over the entire operating
frequency. The simulation and measurement results show good
agreement.

The NF at 4.2 K was measured based on the setups
illustrated in Fig. 20. A 20-dB attenuator was used for noise
isolation between the cryogenic and room temperature envi-
ronments. The attenuator bare die (HMC658) was mounted
close to the LNA die on the same PCB, and wire-bonding was

Fig. 20. Cryogenic NF measurement setups for (a) NF measurements and
(b) de-embedding.

Fig. 21. IIP3 measurement results. (a) 6-GHz power sweep. (b) IIP3 versus
frequency sweep.

employed for connection between the dies [Fig. 20(a)]. This
setup can ensure that the attenuator’s temperature is 4.2 K,
the same as the LNA.

In order to de-embed the noise of attenuator and bonding
wire, the same model attenuator was wire-bonded to a die
with 50-� CPW line [Fig. 20(b)], implemented in the same
process as the die. Once the noise equivalent temperature of
the attenuator and LNA (Teq,LNA+ATT), and the insertion loss
of the de-embedding structure (LATT) are measured, the noise
equivalent temperature of the LNA (Teq,LNA) at 4.2 K can be
calculated by [51]

Teq,LNA = Teq,LNA+ATT − 4.2 K · (LATT − 1)

LATT
. (19)
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TABLE III

PERFORMANCE SUMMARY AND COMPARISON WITH THE STATE-OF-THE-ART LNAS

Fig. 22. Input P1dB measurement results against frequency.

The cryogenic measurement results for the NF are shown
in Fig. 19. It can be seen that the NF is smaller than 0.5 dB
from 4 to 7.8 GHz, and the best NF is 0.23 dB at ∼5.2 GHz,
i.e., 15-K equivalent noise temperature.

The weak signal linearity performance (IIP3) was tested
using two-tone signals with 1-MHz frequency spacing. The
IIP3 at the central frequency of 6 GHz is −30 dBm at
room temperature and −41.2 dBm at 4.2 K [Fig. 21(a)]. The

cryo-IIP3s are greater than −45 dBm in the operating fre-
quency band [Fig. 21(b)]. The lower IIP3 at cryogenic temper-
ature is due to the higher gain and lower bias current of the last
stage. The large signal non-linearity performance (input 1-dB
compression point, i.e., P1dB) measurement results of the
LNA at 300 and 4.2 K versus frequency are shown in Fig. 22.
It can be seen that the P1dB is always higher than −56 dBm,
which is much higher than the reflected signal power from the
quantum devices.

Table III compares the performance of the presented cryo-
genic CMOS LNA with published LNAs. Our LNA exhibits
excellent performance in terms of bandwidth and gain. Without
using high-quality off-chip impedance matching components,
the sub-1-dB NF performance is comparable with LNAs
designed with InP HEMT and SiGe devices both at room and
cryogenic temperatures.

VI. CONCLUSION

A CMOS cryogenic LNA was proposed for the
gate-dispersive readout of semiconductor spin qubits.
The detection of the quantum information signal was
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modeled as demodulation of phase-modulated PSK signals,
from which the LNA specifications were first derived. The
proposed LNA is based on a CS cascode stage with inductive
source degeneration, and a resistive and capacitive impedance
loading technique is applied. The capacitive load is created by
an on-chip L-C parallel tank and the resistive load is provided
by the transconductance of the cascode transistor implicitly.
An inductor is added to the gate of the cascode transistor
to suppress its noise contribution and a transformer-based
resonator is employed as the load of the first stage to extend
the LNA bandwidth. Design considerations for the cryogenic
temperature operation of the LNA are proposed and analyzed.
The LNA achieves an NF between 0.75 and 1.3 dB with a
bandwidth from 4.1 to 8.2 GHz at room temperature, and
an NF between 0.23 and 0.65 dB with a bandwidth from
4.6 to 8.2 GHz at 4.2 K. The cryo-CMOS LNA meets the
performance requirements for the gate dispersive readout
of spin qubits, which marks a major step toward a fully
integrated qubit readout platform.
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